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POSTPOSITIONS IN AWUW

Zygmuht Frajzyngier

University of Colorado

ABSTRACT

,9

17111.1.111.4ZIWATAWASTeve.v.a.VA4p:4,ak7,44:...--.....7

The distribution and function of postpositions in Avutu, a

language from the Guang subgroup of KVi languages. are described.

Similar morpheme classes, sometimes called locative nouns, exist in

other Kva languages. '

The?Main function of these morphemes is that of marker of case.

All of to postpositions can function as markers of the locative

case. One postposition, a, can alai function as a marker of the

"topical" case.
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. Introduction.. Abeaithriof this paper is to describe the postpositions

in AVutuil, a'laUguage belonging to the southern branch of the quang

grout of Kwa languages.
2

Such morphemes exist in other Kwa languages,.and in the older grammars

they were dealt with rather extensivelythough not always with sufficient

clarity. In TVi, Christaller (1875) described them as a subclass of

substantives, and they were called "nouns of place and relation serving as

adverbs and postpositions." A similar approach for Ewe is to be found

in Westerman (1930). The approach has been carried over in contemporary

works as well. 3

.

the postpositions we are concerned with are s8, to, and a. Although

/'

they are etymologically related to the nouns meaning

inner pirt", and most probably "body ", they have to
A,

separate clews, of-morphemes. WhI,e nouns having the

with or without prefix, i.e. 688, t3, the postposit

"upper part", "inside,

be considered as a

aboye stems may appeSr

ions never do.

Those three morphemes, are mutually exclusive.
4

A

2. Distribution of postpositions. All of-the three postpositionS may

follow 'a: direct object, b. adVerb Of place, or time, c. after subject of

quasi-passive senteUce,A. verb g

2.1° kollowinkdirect-object. The type of sentence in which a postposition

follows a,direct object in the

Kva languages.

In this type_, of sentence;

an object undergoes the action.

the following spatial setting:

concerned.

S.V.O. struct s common to a number of

IP .

the postposition specifies which part of

gy part is meant one of the elements in

top, inside, outside, of the object

Consider the following examples:

5
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if the meaning is that of 'release'; 'drop', etc.

2,2 Following adverb of place or timi. Another major occurrence of post-

positions is with adverbial phrases. The adverbial phrase might consist

of either adverb of place or adverb of-A,40.

There are two main environments for t )ie occurrence of an adVerbial

phrase. The first one is with an intransitive verb% which might be a

stative verb or a verb of motion.

ExaMples

(1d) mbjir? ek118,

'he is standing by the door'

(11) aniy3 fivtko s8

'we vent to a certain house'

(12) ni0y5 Abie sa

''he vent down the road'
./

(13) a ikaria cfi &labia t3

'and the mouse came out Of the drinking pot'

(14) m3in!cia m3se 086

'she has sat on her fatiAr's lap'

The second environment is where the verb is transitive with the object

expressed. In such sentences the adverbial phrase must be introduced by

the copulative verb bo 'to be', or by one of its equivalents. Compare

sentences (15) and (16), which are taken from the same text:

(15) Ohre mSS!kfl pibf 8

'the man is digging by the roadside'
ti

(16) 6hfle8 ba pfibfe 68

'a certain man met him on the road'

7
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(32) m; ni evarie b6a kgnttil ayinse nk m'Sgag. so`

'he gathered the bones under the basket and covered (it)'

This,sentence is derived from the two sentences:

(33) rade evfirra b6ei kgntgp 'dense

'he,gathdted the bones under the basket', and

(34) mB grL Igntgie s8

'he covered the basket'

The following sentence/is an example of the deletion of an adverbial phrase:
4.

(35) 6135 figb8 k8 ng M3 cfi atabf ng mine ne wore-t;

'a Certain big hole vas there and he picked up the child and

put him in'

The following examples illustrate when the direct object was mentioned ,

previously in the discourse.

(36) mki 88 fini

'he stepped on (it) today'

(37) sibyi 6 ne vire kli 8 la miabEtV

'he said: wrap itinthe paper and F will take it'

Deletion of the direct:object and/or of the noun in the adverbial

phrase is merely a surface phenomenon. This rule works ohly when the

direct object or a nominal in the adverbial phrase is an inanimate noun.

In the underlying structure the. noun is replaced by an object or anaphoric

proniun. For inanimate nouns, however, no object or anaphoric pronoun can

follow the verb, whereas they can do so for animate nouns., Compare the

phrase fee t8 !leave it', from the following example:

(38) Om& Mee fee ta ni Okg

11
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-!if you do not have strength leave it forAomorror2

Q! ).-
. .

. withr'sentence (8) fee Tai t5 'lLive me'

/,' il),.,,

Most sentences in which a pOltposition follows the verb direaty

1

can be accounted for as having an underlying structurV Pro. Postp. /

In only a few cases does it appear more reaitonable to treat atpostposition
. .

as a particle which, together with theNpreceding verb,4onstitutes one

lexical item, e.g.
/

(39) nintirie tag s8
4

'its .head hangs d

f40) gbe ntgkgt; Ajg

(lit. on)

'the time passed q i kly'

3. lire locative function of ost ositions.

40) ' In the hitherto described environments, postpositions have had the.

locative function. in this function,however, there was a differend4
.,\

depending upon whethe the pOitpostion occurred after the adverbial phrase

or whether it appea d ar the direct oect of the sentence.

If the postposition occurs after the dir t object, it simply specifies.

which part object is involved. It may Abe contrasted with he sen-

-

tence in which there is no postposition following an object, meaning thatr,

t) whole object is involved. Co re sentences (--ran-d (6) ('he 9racked

my eggs' vs'. 'he broke my eggs completely')

The use of postpositions after a.direct object is sometimes redundant

eompare sentence (41) (with postposition) and sentence (42) (without post

position), both meaning 'he cut a piece of bread'

(41) m5ti' b13c15y Mpl5bi

(42) m5ti b15d5Z apl5b?-
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While occ, /*in§ With a Noin Phrase following

'Atate, itis the 'erbial markewhich, together
OP'

,.. forms the adverb of place. The

,

A

O

. ,

a verb of motion or.

with the preceding noun,

postposition adds the feature C+ locative]

1
to any noun preceding it. Note tht place names (nouns meaAing "here";

here and for some reason, th Oun °home") do not

in the locative function, e:g.
711y

(43) img.nfie mi ba qiug,
-

'last year I-spent in Acci$50

(44) ab6616 ti.abgcfna am

is better for yO to live in Winneba'

(45) hEi bE'ma ba fit

'find out if he is there'

(46) ai in nE Oca Gutoi y5 ampa

'how do you get 40Ral Avutu to Winne ?'

(47) mac3 ba mihEk ;i1Z

puised by my home yesterday'

A similar situation exists in,SvahilY; in lik9h

1

take postpositions

the locative suffix

i does not follow the place 9f nouns (cf. Gregersen 1967:33).

4. 'Topical''Topical' function of postposition.
_ .

I

One major function 'of the postposition has been exc ded from the

.preceding analysis: That funbtion -.4.sists of marking he object of verbs

for which we may posit a feature C+ mental activity], ads opposed to all
.

preceding verbs which had the feature C+ physical], The verbs in question

are those meaning "inform", "quarrel", "think ", "describe", "count",'

"forget", "discuss", "ask"tc,

Only the postposition is used'il this function. The rulei for

V
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syntactic distribution are the same as tor lostpositions in tle locative

function,. especially, if ye treat the adverbial clause as the "directional

object" of the verb of motion.

Examples for wfien there is only one object following the verb:

(48) amiltfile ant 8 abembemfa

'they talk about us now'

(50) Ab6Mbemfil mtejw1 misak.8

now I am thinking about my school'
JP'

If there'is a direct object of the verb, then the postpositional,_

object is ntroduced by the copulative verb, just as for postpositions

in the ocative functioil, e.g,. 6'1 4

(51) abo ti'64yi jvee

you have to inform your !athei about the marriage'

(52)- olaaca bisa mi asp bo avutu atale o e

'you will write to ask me questions about Awutu language'

(Since this is a line from a letter by Mr. Paul K. Orleanspobee, there

is no tone marking.)
r.

With some verbs the second object may be introduced by a serial

verbal construction; e.g.

ti (53) m3kikfi mbmfi o nfi ne

lit. 'he shoved his town give her' 'he described_his town to her'

This construction is not peculiar to use of the postposition; in fact,

it is the'only construction usedfor rendeiqng the benefactive or' dative

lase. Compare it with examples (9) and (54):

(VI) 6 ni stele ebibie nfi mi

'give me tRe black dress'

14
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Note that'in thiS function, i.e., after verbs having the feature

mental],.place names are followed by the postpotation dust as ire any

4
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other nouns.

(55)/ imgfifitga.ba kasfiwka or ka.sfiwg. 8

'theyare tall5Ang about Kasuwa' (Market place and village
8 miles east of Avutu,
inhabited mainly by Hadsas,

\hence its Hausa name)

Whenever a noun is quakifid, the postposition occurs after the last

qualifier, -e.g.

( 56) mb Jvlp mb bas f8 tau 8

'he thinks about all his family'

-Conditions for occurrence ofhe postposition directly after a verb

are the same as for postpositions in the locative function. An object

pronotin in underlying structure should be postulated in order to account

fof the occurrence of the postpoaition a after the verb.

(57) kiri m3 di-ti miltfili 8 a

(58)

'this is the hduse that __I was talking about'

apt t2 ako at3 b45.88 a am;isEmpf

'they forgot about the grinding btoW; lit. 'the stone on which

one grinds they forgot about '-(it)'

5. Place of poshoositions in Avutu grammar. FfIlmore'(1968) treats

prepositions as the surface realization of the underlying element "case".

Case identifies the underlying syntactic-semantic relationship.

Lt seems possible to treat postpositions in Avutu as thesurface

realization of two underlying cases, viz. of the locative'case and of a

410P 0
case which, for the lack of a better term, is tentatively called "topical",

since it designates the topic of a verb having the feature [4. mental].

f ,
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r the locative case designates the object of a directional or stative

verb (Lyons 1968). Mb

As the markcr of locative case, the postpositfon 18 obligatory

unlessit is replaced yy a noun assuming the function of the postposition.

As markers of locative case, postposigons do not pcmir with nouns already

having the feature C+ locative]. Is marker of the "topical" case (note that

7

a Ttatementinterms of the direct or'indirect object would be less precise),'

the postposition is obligatory as,vell, and no other noun or other post-

position can be'subatituted for'it. Moreover, in contrast tothe markers of

locative case, the marker of the "topical" case is semantically empty.

Treating postpositions as markers of case form providesthe rule for

their usage al well. Whenever the "stative", "directic11", or C+ mental]

verb is chosen, one of the postpositionksmust be used. However, sentences

(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) exemplify the.use of postpOsitions with the direct

object of a transitive verb. It ir still a locative function, but use of

the postposition is optional, as shown by (6) vs. (5).

As a *ion to those structures in vhich a postposition with the
4

locative meaning Mayoccur after a direct -t' the folloving observation

should be made. When there is no postposition following a direct object,

the object as a whole is concerned; vheil the postposition does occur there,

however, the part of the object invoJYed is specified.

In such instances the selection of postpositions is usuay governed

by the verb, e.g. he verb fo 'wash', which requires the postposition a,

with implication that the action applies to the surface of the object, e.g.

(59) f05 mi 'him& a

'vash my cloth'

16
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The verb fe 'to release' occurs with the p"otpositiona t3, e.g. (8),

(30.); and the verb klc 'to wrap' occurq only vi h the postpotition a, e.g.

(60) mS ni wire kli akat6 a

vraiped the oianges with the paper'

'Compare alpo example 437).

6. Selection of postnositiona. Three postpitsitiona may occur as markers

of the locative case: so, ta.a. They have the same function, but different

meanings.' It has been shown that occurrence of the postposition depends

upon choice of the verb. But the choice of which postposition depends upon

several factors.

poatpositiona in the locative function are semantically non-

empty, choice among them is essentially ,arbitrary. There are, nevertheless,

examples in which selection of the postPosition is governed by the verb or

by a nominal phrase preceding the postposition.

For seleition governed loy a nominal phrase, compare the two following

sentences with the same yerb ka 'to

)(61) ikatfi a Opl5i eta

lit. Ian orange lies on the table' 'there is anvrange on the table'

(b2) ebimi akanf intal3bta 8 ,°

lit. 'cracks lie on my:drinking pof' 'my drinking pot is cracked'

Note that in sentence 62 the ver0 k# has "plural form".

For selection of the)postpciSition governed rathe;ehy A verb, compare

sentence (19) with sentence tp314

(63) il6 6y1 m. bia-apitA t5.114nkt m3 ra

'this tree lay across, thn road only in the morning'

0

17
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I do not pretend to' have accounted far all occurrences of post-

positions in the Awutu language in this paper. There are a fey examples off'

poittpositions as parts'of Vords in some ossified construction's, e.g.

lbiasabbi 'divisional thiefsi, (lit. retools - on 3 people'). Another

example is of postpositions in some genitival constructions, e.g. am3 t3

asanx6ra 'each of them', etc. The above oonstructions, however, are

analyzed as various types of nominal phrases.

NOTES

1. Thie pair is based on material I collected during the summer of 1970,

at Awutu, 23 miles ,wrest of Accra.

I wish to thank the West African Linguistic Society for the grant-in-

aid which made my trip possible I am also deeply grateful to my friends,

Mr. F. N. Armah-Agyemom and Paul Kyao Orleanspobee, r the time and energy

they, devoted to helping me vith my'vork.

An earlier version of this paper was read beton? the Linguistic Circle,

,University of Colorado, in March 197\.

2. In Stewart (1970) Awutu is classified is a member of the Avuto-Larteh

subgroup of Guang (Guan)` which, in turn, is the third major subdivision

%;Ithin Volta -Conroe languages (Greenberg's Akan).
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3. Fola similar approach, see Welmers (1946) and Redden et al (1963).

This approach may be justified on etymological grounds, since all of those

postpositions are related to nouns meaning "top", "inside",'"back",
.

"underpart", etc.

4. Cbgnates of the first two of them are described in Painter's (1970)

book on Oonja phonology. The graMmatical description is set within the

framework of the tagmemic grammar, and the "placers -" so and to are said

to belong to various slots within the sentence. One of them is the ad-

verbial slot. Remarkably, they are not considered as nouns by Painter.

5. SinC41 there is no gender distinction in Avutu, the examples that

follow in 3rd p.sg. will be translated as 'he'.

Unless there is a s ntical load linked with a postposition, no
67`,,,,4

literal translation is provide .

6. In accord with current usage in works on African languages, ! stands
O

7. To those nouns belong Aird - 'back', fins - 'mouth', 'edge', ahi 'face',

and a few others. Despite the following example:

6 ni abii to 61)15e aaf

'put the stool behind the table'

for dovnstep. r

1

they have not been considered as postpositions on the ground of their

distribution. They can be followed by postpositions described in this

paper, e.g.

6 n2 ibfa ms td 61.16 ihi to

/put this Stool in front of the housgs

13
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WICHITA: AN UNUSUAL PHONOLOGY SYSTEM

David S. Rood

University of Colorado

ABSTRACT

When reexamined in the light of ney and additional data, Wichita

surface phonology is seen to be somevhat different from that described

by Paul L. Garvin in 1950. The three-vovel system has only height

contrasts, no front-back dimension; tin) novels have voiceless allophones

in vord-final position; the phonemic consonant system has neither

labials or nasals (which agrees vith Garvin's conclusions), but does

contain /y/ (vbich Garvin excluded). No rowel clusters exist, but up

to five consonants may occur in sequence. The prosodic system includes

a pitch contrast and a three-way length contrast for vowels. Each of

these topics is discussed in detail, first to document an unusual

phonological system, and secondly to present scholars with additional

facts about Wichita.
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0. Introduction. In 1950 Paul L. Garvin published an analysis of

Wichita2 phonemics vhich is a model of classical phonemic description:

a precise list of all the allophones of each phoneme, replete with

examples for each sound described in every possible environment, and

containing a detailed list of occurring consonant and vovel clusters.

In the belief that accurate determination of significant sound

segments (something close to classical phonemes) must precede further

analysis into distinctive features on the one hand, and generative

phonological statements on the other, I vould like to present t4e

following statement of the Wichita surface phonological system.

my work on this language since 1905
3 !ya revealed a phonemic

T.)

system which differs in a few important aspects from the system

Garvin describes. Unfortunately, I was unable to contact any of his

informants, so it is possible that the differences I discuss below

between his data and mine are partly due to idiolect variation.

Nefertheless, since the variations are not subphonemic, and since my

informants represent approximately the same generation as his,` am

reluctant to accept this explanation for all the discrepancies.

Whatever the reasons for the differences, I feel it is important

to report precisely where the data collected since 1965 suggest an

analysis different from the one published in 1950

1. Summary of Garvin's description.

1.1. Phonemes and allophones. Garvin finds Wichita to have four

vovele and nine consonants, plus a phoneme of length and one of primary

stress placement. The segmental. are:

22
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kv t k

a

v 410,

where /P/ has two allophOnes: En] when geminate, or when

when it stands before a dental consonant in a cluster, Cr] elsewhere

(i.e. intervocalicelly, finally, or before /h/).
. .

The vowels all show wide range of variation: /1/ may represent

CI, !, 03; /I/ may be Cc, 2 0; /a/ may be CO, a 3]; and /u/ ranges

from Co] or Cu] to Cu]. The more extreme allophones, Ce, , 0, co.] are

more frequent before length. Garvin lists very precise environments for

each allophone.

1.2. Prosodic Features. Quantity is proven phonemic by minimal pairs

(wic 'two', vi:c 'man', etc.) and by obsdrving that its distribution

follows no steteable pattern. The long/short contrast is nevertheless

said to be neutralised (1) for V
1

in V
4
V
2
cl (2) for /1/ id

final syllable; and (3) partially before //, Wiere V ) V: optionally,

but V: ) V never occurs.

For stress only one minimal pair is offered, and many examples of

varilible stress are given. Nelertheless, Garvin is convinced of the

phonemic, non-predictable status of primary stress.5 Secondary stress,

however, is almost predictable, occurring usually on every second vowel

En either direction from the primary stress.

1.3. Clusters. To describe consonant clusters, Garvin first mentions

geminate /ss, cc, PP/, and then ingeniously divides the consonants into

three groups: Group I t, k/;,.Group II /v, P. b s/; Group III s

'43



/c, 9/. Group III functions as Group I vhen Ojscent to /e/, but as

Group II.otharvise. He says (1950:182)

Two consonant clusters may consist of two

consonants of Group II, or of consonant of

Group I preceded or followed by consonant

of Group II,

Three consonant clusters are of three

types: they may have P as initial member and

then contain as many as tvo more consonants

of Group II; they may consist of geminate

PP or ss followed by one more consonant; or

finally, they may contain consonantl of

Group I andGroup II in alternating order.

Pour consonant clusters contain consonants

of Groups I and II in alternating odder, vith

s or as the first member.

Vovel clusters dicicovered include hia, ic:, iu:,ca,ca:, ui, ua,

ua:/. The first three of these occurred in all positions, the fourth in

medial and final positions only, the neEt three only in medial position,

and the last two only after /v/. If Garvin had had my data, he you'd

also have been able to identity /id/ in kL:kic'cskiri:' 'There's nobody!'.

But all of these clusters are subject to a different analysis as ve shall

see shortly.

2. Changes suggested by new and additional data.

2k1. Phonemes and allophones. Wichita (as spoken by all my informants)

actually has the following three vowels and ten consonants in its phonemic

system:
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There are also two phonemes of length, resulting in a three-way

4

length contrast: short vs. long vs. extra-long; and theresis a contrast

between high pitched and non-high pitched vowels.

In addition to the allophones of the vowels described by Garvin,

gustyvoiceless CI] and Cp] gust be added to the lists for hi and /a/

respectively. In his phonetic transcriptions, Garvin sometimes noted

a voiceless Et] after a glottal stop, but he claimed this was merely a

subphonemic release of the stop. Note, hoverer, the following minimal

pairs (the accent indicates high pitch):

Ctve9V] 'corn silk'

Etvt9I] 'It's me.'

Ekeeeete:9I] 'It will be mtne.'

EkoegetS:912] 'I will come.' ,

The quality of the voiceless vowels is therefore significant, but

voicelessness need not be added to the significant features for vowels:

it is conditioned by word-final position. All the word-final vowels

(whether short on long) in Garvin's data should have /h/ after them--

which he heard and recorded sometimes. This /h/ removes the vowel from

vord-final position and thus prevents devoicing.

Each of the discrepancies between Garvin's segmental phoneme list

and mine vill,now be discussed in turn.
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2.1.1. "Ad, Garvin thibcribed /u/ as varying from Et] to Cu], depending

1

on enyirinment. However, I have neversheard any back vowel as high as

Cut or Eu3 in Wichita; Co] is as high as the vowels seem to go. In the

article, we find a total, of seventeen examples of short /u/, of which
ji

eleven occur eitez befo e or after /v/. Of the remaining six, three

occur in the env eats /u: 9 /h k/>) and /Ist k/ respectively. This

would seem to indicate a suspiciously limited distributiodfor /u/, but

I /
one notes examples of aligother4ovel n simile vironmente.'

Letdps first discuss the vowels ar v/. ote e.g. Garvin's .' c\

40'
,...

examples of wuseckp 'dog' but vase: 'cottonwood'. Not one of my informants
.L..

distingdished the first syllables in these words; he voveli'ia an extremely '

i

J .

..

. low backNone, slightly raised and rounded in the environmegt of /v/.

My test pronunciations, with Cu]

/,..

InformaT. I am therefore forced/to\conflude that either (1),Garvin
.

".

omepes heard a sub nemic distinction when /a/ was in a backing and
6

,,r, rounding en

roduced oar disbelief in these.

(2) /u/ and /a/ fell together in the-period

a

1949-1965 for entlY living Wibhita speakers In either case, for
t

e I studied (Rood 69) /u/ should be change o /a/ whenever

it is in the neigb4s4hood of /. t,,

I su ect sometbing similar fqcthe /h k/ and brk/ environments.

The verb with -kuk- is one of the Ter
.

corded numerous times as -kakacki. The f

to'cut', whose root I have re-

vithirk/ is given as...

t..........1

44%
f

is ike 'anything I have 41ti:sah6ki 'this is' (Garvin 1950:181),

`)ever heard tiTsuch a meaning. It could be tinsah aki:91 'Thus it
c

was' or ti9isah 1264vab aki:91 'So that's the Aoci t wat,you see' (hfi:vah

I-

'again; the? is frclunt nounced Ch6:h3 A.4 fast speech). This is

. r

j

4.
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V

of a frequent formula used to introduce the conclusion
i./

without the, expansions I have supplied and the-, tense

the form Garvin gives ih morphologically unApAlyzable.

The point, however, is that here, too, /u/ isapparently unjustified.
4

It may represent the C123 of akifi or the Co:] 3f the reduced form Jr

4%..jai:wah,but,:probably

Theitorm hfi :9us

hfiOuskwu 'Ala time

my data. '',The word

- .

(Just possibiti,GarViels hfielusei might be 7 hi:skvah 'when,, as soon

as', in which case. his example is not of my unresolved Co] at all. The

CO] of!Ch6.9os] remains a problem nelertheless.)

not /u/.

(ChVos] in the speech of my informants) of Idivin's

(1950:181) is the only example of short CoI I have

by itself means 'soon; shortly thereafter; recently'.

Technic,L1y, of course, the existeknce of this word makes Co] a

phoneme and justifies Garvin's four-vowel system. But a single aberrant

word in a laleage seems to me to-cry out for some other analysis; one

possible solution will be mentioned below.

2.1.2. /u:, ui, ua/. In contrast with /u/; which except for [Wog] is

really an allophone of /Al, Garvin's examples of_Zu:/ repr sent three

"'

rather different sithations. Some of them are equivilent to /a:/ in the

neighborhood of /w/; others are contractions of VwV sequence, while still

\.

Following are the examples Garvin gives with /u:/ which are clearly,
a

/a:/ for the speakers I interviewed. The forms are in the order in

which -they are cited by Garvin, and the initial transcription is his.

(1)wu:119ihe:c '4ficenonti (tillage in Caddo County, Okla")

others are indeed examples of Co:].

7

I
I /
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(g) niteckiiralisHe (V asked.' (From root -va:ri 'speak to'

--cf.,example (4))..

(3) kiG:hvic 'seven/ (I haVe kiyihvic--see belov, section 2.4,

item (14)).

(4) aftkvu:f 'I told them.' (also from,va:ri 'speak to'; cf.

example (2)).

Cases similar to those where Garvin phonemicized the vowel after

/v/ as /u/ instead of /a/ are his diphthongs /ua/ and /ua:/. These

should be /a:/ instead: Uisexamples are:_

(5) wfiata:f 'August' (I have instead wi:ta:rh. The meaning is

literally 'Buffalo Moon'; from with 'moon' and ta:rh/ 'buffalo'.)

(6) ti:Pivua: 'then' (My informants sayti:riva:h, although the

more frequently used form is hiriva:h).
(

The second category ofJu:/-sounds in parvin's discussion contains

those which are contracted VvV sequences. This includes the /ui/ diphthongs:

since Garvin figds length is insignificant for the firbt vowel of a cluster,

he would write both Co:vI3 and[oviJ as /ui/. But bin the examples of

/ui/vhich he used which I vas able to re-elicit, the /u/ vas always long.

Phonetically, both Co:] and Co:vIJ can be heard. The former may

represent any VvV sequence; the latter vill at times be used for Vvi.

This contraction may occur anywherl,regardless of word or morpheme

boundaries. Usually, in careful speech or with coaxing, the informant

can be induced to restore the full VvV sequence--but not always. Garvin's

vords in which /u:/ or /ui/ should be reanalyzed as 14/ are:'

(7) ka:si:ki:ki/ik6:sak+as 'Sometimes they make some foolish remark'.

This is frog the root -wasaes 'peak', with t past tense, indefinite

t
28
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subject prefixes 91-kii Probably the form is ka:si:ka:krOikiwksaleas,

since the %-ka;ki- of Garvin's form resembles nothing I have ever seen

elsevbere in Wichigl morphology,,while ka:kiri- :something' would be

expected here.) A more literal gloss out of conttxt would be 'sometimes

(ka:si:-) som ething (ka:kiri-) bas said.'

0) i.:ku:10 'He said'. The root is -vak'a 'say': the transcription

should be i:kivak9a.

(9) ti:stfiicaks 'woodpecker'. I was unable to elicit a name for

this bird, or to confirm this form, but based on the rest of the language,

I would expect fti:stivicaks.

(t0) a:khifcGiskv 'He arrived'. a:ki- 'third singular subject past'

+ hinca or hinci (meaning not recognized) + vis 'arrive at one's own home'

+ va 'go, perfective'. The vowel before /v/ is uncertain, but the root

has initial /v/.

(11) ka:kiPi :khOriski no idea vhat was going on'. Abetter gloss

elvould.be 'som ing which was going on'. It is composed of ka:kiri-

'something' + ki- 'past' + -wakhinni 'happen, occur' (cf. (12)i + skih

'imperfective subordinate'. The Arm is an imperfective past participle

`hence the absenoe of subject markers) with the indefinit& pronoun

ka:kiri- prefixed. Transcription ka:kirikivakhianiskih.

(12) haveu:khIPPwachis 'they start all over again'. This is another

examp'e (cf. (11)) of the root -vakhinni 'happen; occur', this time with

\..

4 another root suffixed and the indefinite subject (tenseless) prefix

9ir. Hence the preferable transcription hi:wah 9iwakhinnwachis.

It must, of course,be conceded that this treatment of /u:/ as

pionemically /VvV/ is not a correctly biunique phonemic solution.
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Gramarical or other evidence must be elicited i er to decide what

the vowels around /w/ &re--although anyone can read, correctly, the

resultant transcription.

PUrthermore (and here is the third category of /u:/ sounds in Garvin's

data) Garvin has listed a fey words in which I vas unable to elic any -

"o thing except Co:], namely: ,

(13) kfi:s 'eagle)
. I

(lie) vita: 'cat' (Thought by informants to be onomatopoetic, an

imitation of meov.)

(15) kfi:kis 'rabbit' (Once I think I heard one person say kivakie,

but sheaater denied it.)

(16) hane9ak96:s 'alfalfa'

Not mentioned by Garvin, but also with unresolvable Co:] are:

(17) CIES:ks3 'crazy'

(18) CtS:rikic93 'young man'8

Hence), in contrast with /u/ which occurs in only one word (h69os),

/u:/ occurs rather more often. Nevertheless, because of the frequency

with which it can be resolved as VvV, I feel one must exclude it (and its

short counterpart) from the inventory of Wichita surface phonemes. Some

plausible, if ad hoc solution can be devised for the)handful of examples

for which correct information is lacking, and even h \otocould be-

treated as hawing or something similar. Note (1) tha 'fey' may be

either Cto:9Ic3 or Ctawnc) and (2) that vowel assimilation is frequent

'When two short vowels are separated by; the glottal stop. These two

observations make the proposal for 'sood' seem reasonable.

The other alternative, the purely biunique solution,.is to restore

/u/ and /u:/ to the inventory. EVen if one prefers the lOter, however,

1



a statement about the very' limited distribution of these two vowels is

in order. In addition to the limited environments, we would also have

to note ,that no /u::/ ever occurs, and that almost all words with /u:/

(and, incidentally, Woe, too) have a high pitch on that vowel, implying

a nearby consonant loss in the underpring form (see below, section 2.2).

2.1.3. /L. Eachof the vowel clusters Garvin describes as sequences of

front /i/ or /c/ followed by another vowel isoaid to have a non-phonemic

Iy] glide betveenSthe vowels (1950:182). In ?act, this Cy] is phonemic,

although its distribution is limited to intervocalic position--no examples

of Cy] in consonant clusters occur.

Definite proof of this without eliciting grammatical evidence comes

from the word ka:a1:9fire:yeiesii 'I don't know where; the place is

unknown', where Cy] between two identical vowel, could be 'phonemicized

gut' only by setting up /e:e/ as a cluster, contrasting with /e::/.

Furthermore, there are examples of Cy] between phonetically nod-front

vowels, such as Chirie:at6:yv:s] hir'i:etiviya:s 'mountain boomer'.

This should be evidence enough even for classical phonemicists,

But if we permit_, grammatical information to enter the picture, the case

f

r

f /y/ becomes'even stronger. A morphophonemic rule

y > h /11

must be set up to account for the following:

he:c 'fat but tihe:c'i 'It's fat.' (either noun or adjective).

he:c'a 'fire' but tiye:c'i 'It's fire.' (In both examplest the

nominal is incorporated in the verb ti'i 'it is'; the -9a of 'fire'

is a noun-forming suffix used only in non-incorporated forms'.)

31.
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Without this rule, ye'are faced vith tvo /b/'s, one of which

'disappears' (becomes non-phonemic Cy)) in incorporated position and one

of which remains Ch). The simpler solution is to make Cy) phonemic.

Moreover, once ve discover that Cy) is sometimes significant, ye

have no choice bUt to make it phonemic everywhere it occurs: there is no

phonetic distinction between CVyV3 with grammatically justified ./ and

the sans EVyV) where the grammatical evidence is inconclusive, as in

niye:s 'child'.

Hence all of Garvin's vowel clusters. must be reanalyzed. The, /u /-

initial clusters were discussed above; the 1- and c- initial clusters

are not clusters at all, but sequences of /VyV/.
.

2.2. Prosodic features.

2.2.1. Length. Garvin's data apparently did not include evidence for the

distinction in Wichita between long and extra-long vowels. Note the

following:

ni:chf::'ih 'the strong one'

-ni::chf::'ih 'the strong ones'

kie:hief:ras 'Let him find you.'

he::hief:ras 'Let him find it for you.'

!Arab 'there'

hd:rih 'Here it is.' (Said as you hand something over.)

hi::rih 'that one'

Moreover, it is not true that length distinctions are regularly

neutralized or partially neutralized anywhere. darvin's environments for

variable length, frith contrastive pairs as counter-evidence, are resolved

as 'follows:
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(1) V: - V as first member of vowel clusters. There are no vowel

clusters (see 2.1.3) and quantity does vary'bafore

niye:s 'child'

t:yeg'i qt was the place...'

nare,eyi:+ih 'his child'

te:ya:h 'cedar'

kiyita:v 'eight'

hf:ya:kha:r9a 'tall grass'

(2) i - in final syllables:.,

acs tin 'He is good.'

acs ti:gi 'They are good.'

(Recall that Garvin considered the final voiceless vowel non-phonemic,

so this length' contrast is in what for him would be final syllables.)

(.3) short vowel lengthened before /' /:

hitacigi::s 'We (du. excl.) are looking at it.'

hitaci;%;;s 'We (du. incl.) are looking at it.19

2.2.2. Pitch. Furthermore, Garvin analyzed the distinction between high

and low pitch as one of primary stress, 10
and then thought he heard primary

stress in every vord. His examples of 'variable' stress are forms which

have all low pitches; it is therefore natural that he would record now one,

now another syllable as stressed. But in words with one or more high

pitched syllables, Garvin (1950) always marked stress on the high pitches.

His minimal pair for stress is really one for pitch:

titegetcgi 'He is h thief.'

titege:egi 'They are thieves.'

33
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This pair illustrates morphological contrast which is frequently

marked by pitch contrast only: the third singular definite vill shay's

by pitch on the vowel; the indefinite (often used for subject plural in

intransitive verbs, or for focusing attention on the objec and therefore

for translating the English passive with transitive verbs) vill trrdP

high pitch. Note in addition to,aerwin's examples:

nPab ti:'i 'He is no good.'

nPah ti:91 'They are no good.'

la:kintikagaos 'He is eating something.'

ka:kintikgacs 'He is being eaten by something.'

It is highly probable that at the systematic phonemic level even pitch

is insignificant and predictable. Wichita phonological rules are characterized

by vovel syncope followed by consonant cluster simplification, usually by

eliminating some consonants and replacing them with pitches on preceding

or following 'ravels. Note, e.g., in section 2.1.2 that many of the VvV

clusters result not simply in Co:] but in high pitched C6:3--the pitch

marks the loss of the consonant. Cf. also ka:hi:r1:1:co from

k:hi:ra:01:ea (see 2.3). Nevertheless, since the details of these

processes are still obscure, ve must frequently recognize inherent high

pitch in some morphemes, and a description of surface phonology cannot

avoid discussing phonemic pitch.

2.3. Clusters. All Garvin's vowel clusters have been reanalyzed (see 2.1.2,

2.1.3). The only example I have of two vowels together is the word for

'old woMan', ka:hi:r6:1:0a, which is a contraction from an older pronun-

ciation (volunteered by Mrs. Provost) k:hi:ra:01:ea. This older

pronunciation corresponds to the component parts of the form (as analyzed

A
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by the native speakers) more closely: ka:hi:r- 'voman' + neeriya:01:0ah

'one Vho is vrinkle9. A strict description of sWace phonology vould

have to list this one example of /i:i:/ as the only vowel sequence in

the language (it is clearly tvo syllables, hence not a diphthong); but

a systematic phonemic transcription will probably/ be able to ,liminste

even this sequence.

Consonant clusters are basically as Garvin described them, except

that a few additional environments have been found. This 'would be expected,

of course, with more data. Thus trace 'I shot it' (phonetically E'vhrti:t!))

show that /cc/ can occur final position. Similarly, /rh/ occurs

initially in rhi:(0a 'dough', rhinela 'trousers', etc., vhere In Is

phonetically voiceless (17.3. This necessitates a new description of the

vord-initial allophones of Garvin's Oh they are En] before a vowel, Er)

elsevhere.

Furthermore, I have found the four-consonant cluster /ncks/ in

/tihi'incks 'He is sleeping.' This has the structure CIICIICICII, which

is not anticipated in Garvin's description except that it is a sequence

of two of his two-consonant cluster types. Likevise, nahl'inckskih

'while sleeping; the one sleeping' contAins a five-consonant cluster which

follows the pattern described for tvo-consonant clusters plus one of the

ones for three-consonant cluAers. So, in effect, Garvin has supplied us

with an accurate framework vithin vhich all Wichita consonant clusters

can be accommodated.

One correction does need to be made in the detailed nets of clusters,

hovever. Garvin posited the cluster -vt- medially in tarvticarCe



ithir-(teen)'. There is a word boundary between the /v/ and /t/ in tihis

example, (ti:v 'three' ticari:Oi 'They are lying'on top.') and no

other examples of /vt/ within a vOrd.have occurred. Consequently, -vt-

must be removed from the list of possible clusters.

2.4. Additional discrepancies. Garvin's transcriptions thus omit several

distinctions vhich his data led his to believe vare absent in the language:

/y/, extra-long vowels, final voiceless vowels, and word final /h/; in

addition, he writes one sub-phonemic distinction, /u/ for /a/. There are,

besides these, handful of real or apparent differences between some of

the examples he cites and the equivalent forms as used by six informants.

In this section I will discuss those forms about vhich I have different

information, omitting forms in which Garvin and I agree on the transcription

(except for the discrepancies just listed) or forms which I do not recognise

and could not re-elicit. The order used is that in which the forms

appear in Garvin's paper, and the initial transcription is his, except

that r and n are used for 0/, e is written for /c/,and /01/ is written

kv.

(1) nalamkic nali:skic iblue''is na'a:skhic, with aspirated Ckh].

(2) iarhachakiihi:Oarih 'Wheh there were many people.' iyarha-

'many, pleilty' is followed by -c, an inflection for animate pronoun forms.

haki9iWsgarih is a past subjunctive form of the verb -9ari 'be a number'

with qiha:s 'people' incorporated. A word division occurs between iyarhac

and the rest.
A.

(3) ki:ckhirikvitit 'Village with a Lid on' is the name given to me

by severil people for Wichita, Kansas. I have also heard it glossed

36
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round hats' or 'round-topped houses', but I have been unable to analyze

it completely. It is a past participle with -khfi- 'house' incorporated

and -ri- 'patient is plural', but the root - kvitet has not recurred in

my data.

(4) kfita:w 'eight'. Phonetically Ckiyfita:W], with (I) so short as

to be nearly absent. Cf. further discussion at example (14) below.

(5) kinnetsa:khfel 'Monday'1 Literally 'the one which is not his

day'; Mrs. Provost says that while this is comprehensible, the 'correct'

form in her opinion is kirlwarfi:saAWnnih 'when it is no longer his day'

--cf. 'Sunday' n1::sa:khi9nnih 'When it is his day'. Actually, since

these are all verb norms, the tenses, moods and aspects will change with

the context; eliciting an isolated name is therefore artificial anyway.

Mrs. Provost's form is a present participle with a locative suffix; Garvin's

lacks the locatid ending and omits the -va- 'perfective' marker.

(6) naelsk9ik9th 'my hands'. More likely nac9isleikih without the

third /9/, since 'be plural' is -'iki and possession of body parts is

marked by incorporating the name bf the possessed object (here -'ink . 'hand')

inthe verb 'be', with possessor as subject (here -c- 'first person').

(7) eras 'one' vas given me as chi9as, with aspirated Ctsh]. Cf.

also ci9asskinnti:9 'nine', literally 'one is not there', chi9as kinti:91.

(8) iskiriewfifu 'ten' is, in my data, iskhiri9awfi::s.

(9) cir' 'flame' was dictated to me as chiea--another example of

aspirated initial CtehJ. Cf. nos. (7) and (10).

(10) che.c 'dawn' is better glossed 'morning', since it covers most of

the forenoon. 'Dawn' is translated by various forms meaning rough)y

'when the sun is jet coming up'..
4 .



(11) nirhb:ssatkhir' 'Thursday'. Mrs. Provost gives two fora,

ni'irh6:ssa:khie (probably the same as Garvin'p) and ni:OarhOirh6::sisah,

both roughly 'the day they go to stay overnight', referring to going to

collect government issued rations which vere allotted on Fridays.

(12) ichiris6:cke'ek" 'redbird' is probably the same as My

ichirissfuckee:k9a, with geminate /es/ and final long /e:/. Literally it

means 'ember bird', with 'ember' a compound of ye:c 'fire' (se:c in this

position) and ke'e:k'a 'lump'.

(13) k'i:schakia:s'a:ki:' 'he las a young man' lacks proper word

boundaries and is misleadingly glossed. 101:s.'young, small',and chah

'yet, still' are separate words. kiya- is a prefix meaning subject is

human' and is followed by has'a 'narrative' and aki:'i 'third singular

past tense of verb be'. kiya+has'e is regularly contracted to kiya:s'a

in rapid speech. The three words, better glossed 'he was still younglei_

are then 101:s chah

(14) the numbers from six to eight are compounds, a fact which is not

apparent in Garvin's transcriptions. kiyah- precedes the morphemes for

lonel,''tvo', and 'three' respectively to form kiyehes 'six', kiyfihvic

'seven' and kiyita:v 'eight'.

3.0. Conclusion. The preceding lists and descriptions have been presented

solely in-the hope of providing scholars with. accurate published informa-

tion about the surface phonology of.Wichita. I have present& data which

call into question Garvin's report with regard to final voiceless vowels,

pitch, length distinctions, and the phonemic status of /y/, as well se

with regard to certain specific transcriptions and translations of
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individual forms.. I have also expressed doubt about /u/ and /u:/,

although others may prefer to keep Garvin's system intact.

It should nov be apparent that Wichita has an unusual surface

phonological system- -no phbnemic nasals,
11

very few consonants

(including no labials),12 a vowel system which does not use the

opposition front vs. back,
13

and a three-vay vowel length contrast.
14

The undeilying system is still being analyzed, al will be the subject

*
of later reports.

1 O



FOOTNOTES

l., would like to thank my colleagues Luigi RomeclianfAllan R. Taylor

for reading and commenting on earlier drafts of t s paper.

2. Wichita, a Caddoan language,-is now spoken a few dozen people in

the vicinity of Anadarko, Oklahoma. my main info (among several) was

Mrs. Bertha Provost, in hei early 70's, a fluent speaket of both English

and Wghita (although occasionally unable to recall specific Wiclitta

plant and animal names). Mrs. Provostits well respected as a good

speakerVother Wichitas, and is in addition a most patient end coopera-

tive person. I shall always be grateful for her help and her friendship\

3. Theiork begavin the summer of 1965 with a grant from the Phillips

Fund of the-.American Philosophical Society, and continued during the

academic year 1966-67 with the aid of an ACLS Fellowship farsAdvanced
o \._

4,Graduate Ftudy in Linguistics. Additional short trips to the field in
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4. See Garvin (1950:179, footnote)rithere he suggests that there are

ade dialects.

5. In later work IGarviS d Hill 1962) Garvin recognized the existence

of a phonenic pitch distinc ion, too, but apparently felt that both stress

r

orfta
and pitch were significant.

6. Deleted.

7. Plus two which I cannot analyze at all, ,namely sii:hahi:ci9a 'Let

for now' and u:hi9as 'people'. hi:ci9ah migh be the third singular
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row

c,"'" \\\

imperative of a verb form; but if so, it is a root I do recogni

ri

Likewise, su:hah or recognizable variations of it is Unparallelled

data.
r

The word for 'people' in my data is iha:s9a, which occurs twice in

in brporateg position in Garvin's paper, viz.%iha:skvha:c 'Indians'

(literally 'red people') and lar3achaki9ihd:Oari (see section 2.4, no. (2))

'when there were many people'. I am at a loss to discrepancy

between incorporated and citation forms in Garvin's records.,

8. In this oonnectialrecording by Marcy (in 185) reported by Taylor

(1963) of this word as two-bear-e-kets-ah is interesting. This almost

certainly indicates that Jaodern Co:) vet at that time a-VwV- secmence.

9. Garvin never distinguishes inclusive frolp exclusive in his glosses

in the article, though he does have both forms in Garvin ill.(1962).

I0.) Cf. footnote 5 again. tven in these paradigms, th , the three-

, ))-
vay length distinction was not marked, resulting in the necessity for re-

,

eliciting all the forms in this co ection.

N4 ,

7

11. Trubetikoy (1958:160) remark that he has heard of only one language

with but a single nasal (Tlingi' ) and neverIbmentiods the possibip.ty of

no nasals. Jakobson, *"ant and Halle (1963:40) remark 'the opposition

nasal vs. oral is nearly universal in consonant patterns, with isolated

exceptions sucas Wichita.' Hockett (1955:119) does not list Wi hita.

among the three languages he found without nasals, althOugh the section

is supposedly about phonemic syntaim. A bit later, however (122) he

'includis Wichita With Hidatsa and pAbly Winnebago Iss among the 'few

(languagesjwhich) have well defined sonorent systems which c/innot be

divided into a nasal systdm and an oral 'system.'

AS

41
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Caries A. Ferguson (1963) Bleats (footnote 8) that Hockett's

analysis of Winnebago is unusual and that other analyses treat /m/, /n/

I

and In as ,phonemes. In Hidatsa /w, r/ are sometimes Cm, n3. Note, however,

that the distovery of /y/ in Wichita makes this sonorant system unlike the

others Hockett discussed.

Haas (1969:112, footnote) listIveven languages of 'three families

in the northwest coast region which have no nasals, and states 'this is

clearly an areal feature.'

12. Hockett (1955:102) discusses obstruent systems of his 2:1:1 type

(although an apparent misprint says 2:2:1, the descriptions are of 2:1:1

systems), and states that they are rare, but lists Wichita and Cuicateco

as'examples. Languages without labials are certainly not unknown: Hockett

(1955:119) mentions Tillamook and most Iroquoian languages. If, hoiever,

/kv/ is treated as a labial, the Wichita phonemic (not phonetic) system

becomes less unusual (cf. Hockett 1955:102).

Nevertheless, the sonorant system (see note 11) remains strange, and

Hockett (108) notes that Wichita is one of less than two dozen languages

with no symmetry between its sets of stops and spir&nts. In this category,

40V
it is one of four languages with four obstruents (t c k kw) and one spirant

(8), but is unique with regard to the positions of the stops involved

(whether' /kw/ is treated as a labial or not).
11

13. Trubetzkoy (1958:87-88) discusses 'linear' vowel systems (those with

9
height contrasts only) and mentions three languages of the Caucasus ('das

Adygbische, das Abchisische and das Ubychische') which have these systems.

All, however, are described as having central norms ( #, 3, a) and rounded,

unrounded, fronted and backed allophones in various environments.

42
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He concludes 'Somit waren die Vokalphoneme mit phonologisch bestimmten

Schallitllgrad and phOhologisch irrelevahten Eigenton eine

Eigentamlichkeit der westkaukasischen Spiachen. Ob solche "lineare"

Vokalsysteme noch irgendvo anders vorkommen, least rich bei dem heutigen

Stande der phonologischen Erforschung der ;left nicht sagen.' Hockett

(85) mentions only Adyge as having a system of this sort (1 x 3) and

cites Trubetzkoy as his source. Hence the Wichita system appears to

be unus indeed, if the absence of /u/ is accepted as presented above.

14. Hockett (1955) does not mention this as a possibility, at least not

in section 2431 where it would be expected. Note that some of the

alternatives one might consider for phonemic analysis are excluded: /h/
41

occurs as Ch] in pre-consonantal position after long vowels (niya:hkvih

'tree') and canibt represent length; and combinations such as /aa:/ or
SA

/a:a/ are unparallelled'oy M1l/2) sequences ofgther types. Furthermore,

the choice of /aa:/ or /a:a/ in this situation would be complely

arbitrary.

Lehiste (1970:45-9) reviews several studies which claimed overlength

for vowels in Estonian, Lappish, Hopi, Mixe, and even standard German.

Of these, the German has apparently been refuted, the Lappish data are

inconclusive, and the Hopi data are scanty, leaving Estonian and Mixe

the only well-documented cases. In Estonian, consonants may also be long

or overlong, so the domain of the contrast is probably the syllable rather

than the vowel. Moreover, the contrast holds only for the first syllable

of polysyllabic words. In Mixe, overlong vowels occur only in stressed

syllables,Jand the extra degree of length can be treated as an allophone

of /h /..

43
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Cook (1971:165) discusses studies by Sap(ir, Li, Holier and Joill in

which Sarcee was described as hring three degrees of vowel length. Like

Wichita, this seems Volpe a surface phenomenon, however, resulting from

morphophonemic processes. BIO- Sarcee, tones are part of the problem, too.

The Wichita system of vowel (but not consonant) length of three degrees,

occurring in any syllable, and independent of street] or tone thus seems to be

444

very rare, if not necessarily uniquein languages of the world.
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CASE, A DEEPER MAIra
4

Kumiko Takahara

University of Colorado

ABSTRACT

The case markers wa and ga in Japanese are analyzed in a framework

similar to Fillmore's case grammar. I argue on both semantic and

syntactic grounds that wa-'and ga7noun phrases are transformationally

derived from conjoined sentences, the markers wa and Ea being morph°-
,

phonemic variants of the conjunctions ba 'if' and wa 'but'. It is shown

that the relationships expressed by wa and acannot be determined by

the underlying semantic relationships alone.
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1. Fillmore's case theory (1968a, 1968b) was a serious discussion on the

much neglected Aspects of grammatical case.' Chomsky (1969:8-9) rejected

Fillmdre's arguments on the ground:that they are incorporable in the

standard theory of generative grammar and that they depend upon the

principles of semantic interpretation. Yet there are instances of case

relations which are indefinable in terms of the deep structure case

categories or the syntactic relations among sentence constituents alone.

The present paper is mainly concerned with two case markers in Japanese,

wa and tea, and proposes an alternative for conservative descriptions of

them. This analysis is based on the assumption that case relations derive

from underlying sentential relations and that case forms, if overtly

realized as in Japanese, are transformationally created from the conjunctions

which primarily define underlying sentential relations.

2. Fillmore's categorical description of,cases was based on the various

syntactic relations which hold between the predicate verb and the co-occurring

noun phrases in the deep structure of a sentence. Categories being funda-

mentally a positional notion, the semantic contents of the case relations

had to be supplied by lexical features'of the verbs and nouns. There was

no obvious reason why his categories could not be collapsible into lexical

features as well, other than the fact that his categories were somehow

considered to represent closer relation to the speaker's underlying conceptual

framework. Moreover his grammar contains a given case relation to a

single occurrence with respect to one verb, and to one or more noun phrases,

by virtue of their selectional restrictions in the same sentence.

Take "John weighs 200 pounds," for example. Its semantic meaning is

not that he weighs',200 pounds in a litei*al sense, but that it is "John's
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body which weighs 200 pounds." Yet "John" and "John's body" are not

synonymous in the given context, since "John's body" implies his dead body.

Even if such semantic details are set aside, and "John's body weighs 200

pounds" is assumed to be the relevant underlying sentence, the two separate

case relations between "the body" and "weighs 200 pounds," have tp be

specified; namely, the possessor-possessed between "John" and "body" and

the dative-action, or whatever it may be called, between "the boce and

"weighs 200 pounds." A further deep structure analysis may take some sentence

such as "body belongs to John" as a base form for "John's body;" then a

series of transformations would apply to it prior to the constituent structure

assignment to "John weighs 200 pounds" which is relevant to the case relation

between "John" and "weighs..." in'the Fillmore-typd grammar. Then his deep

structure cases no longer determine, their semantic interpretations.

Subject noun phrases in different cases were also observed by Fillmore

as not conjoinable, yet given two different case nouns in appropriate context

that restriction seems to dimish, such as

(1) John and his suitcase weigh 200 pounds

or

(2) John and the weather are unpredictable

They are semantically and syntactically correct. Any superficial combination

of noun phrases, as long as it does not conflict with the speaker's judgment,

seems to be permissible. Needless to say, case relations are basically

semantic and cannot be defined in terms of essentially IC relations combined

with co-occurrence and selectional restrictions alone.

. The following sentences in Japanese,

,

tonari wa onna da "(if it is) the neighbour, it is a woman"( 3 )

4

47
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(4) tonari as onna da "the neighbour (no one else) is a woman"

are superficially alike in that both assert "is a woman" with respect to the

topie matter "neighbour." But there is a subtle difference in the way that

"neighbour" figures in each sentence. In (3) the topic "neighbour" is

mentioned and identified as an individual of mutual acquaintance among the

speakers. 'In (4) "neighbour" is also identified as a topic matter, but there

it implies exclusion of anyone and anything else as a competing topic. In

closer analogy, suppose the "neighbour" in front of us is to be differentiated

from the "neighbour" living behind us; then the "neighbour" in front is

mentioned with case gsto eliminate all others from the scope of reference.

For example,

(5) usiro de naku, mae gsonna da

"not the neighbour living behind us, but the one liVing in front of us,

is a woman"

Should wa -case subject occur in the same context,

(5.l) usiro denaku mae we onna da

the sentence will result in anomaly or mere nonsense.

4. These characteristics of wa and gamey be more clearly exhibited in certain

discourse situations, like story-telling. For example, in the passage "Once

upon a time there was a horse. The horse...", the first instance of 'horse"

is always designated by ga. In conjunction with what we have observed as a

peculiarly distinguishing function of sa, we may explain that the topic matter

of a story must initially be identified from any other thing which the audience

may have in mind. Therefore, once "the horse" is dintinguished and introduced

as a specified topic of discussion, it is thereafter predictably referred to

by anaphoric wa, beginning with the second occurrence. In real life, however,

. 48
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logic often yields to an unpredictable motivation of a speaker, and a non-

initial occurrence of "horse" may be gs-distinguished if the speaker chooses

to re-specify it as *horse" to the exclusion of anything else in the story

in order to stimulate renewed interest among.the audience Or tor some other

reason.

5. Distributionally, gs- and va-specified subjects are restricted to certain

sentence types. Wh-subjects in interrogative sentences are always identified

by ga

(6) dare gos kuru ka "who is coming"

Recall that the semantic sense of gspoints(out some anpresupposed.topic matter

to ' uninitiated conversationalists. Ga in the question sentence is inter-

pretable as "a-unique individual who is coming--not anyone else who may come;"

indeed, something which is expected to be revealed by a reply cannot possibly

be assumed in advance. Therefore the case must be marked by gs.

Likewise, in subordinate sentences the embedded subjects of relative

and nominalized sentences, for example, are always associated with gs,

(7) tori tobu sore "the sky where the bird flies"

(8) tori gd tobu koto "that the bird flies"

The same explanation applies here. Consider that these embedded subjects

must be uniquely distinguished with respect to their antecedent or their

nodinalizer in a manner as,

(7.l) "the sky where the bird, not anything else, flies"

(8.1) "the fact that the bird, not anything else, flies"

The case wa, therefore, which has no such distinguishing function, cannot

occur in these sentence types.

We; on the other hand, occurs exclusively in sentences asserting a

universal truth,
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(9) hi wa asa noboru e sun ses in the morning"

or announcing the occurrence of.a not - unexpected eve t,

(10) x team vs maketa x team has lost"

where a sufficient acquaintance with "x team" is presumably shared by the

1
audience and yhere a subtle knowledge of x team's weaknesses exist, so that

"x team" is identified by we and its failure to win is no surprise.

Suppose we replace these va with ga, then their interpretations will

be quite different.

(9.1) hi masa noboru "the sun (which ve know, not
any other) rises in the morning"

(10.1) x team mmaketa "x team (not to be confused with
any other) has lost

In (1.1) it is sensed that the speaker is .singling out "the sun" from other

things which can rise, such as 'the moon," "the stars," "rockets," etc.;

thus the "rising of the sun and not the rising of any other thing" is estab-

lished beyond question.

(10.1), in comparison with (10) can cause general emotion (surprise,

shock, disbelief, etc.), as experienced upon learning of a totally unexpected

event. The speaker may have in mind some other team which could have lsot,

but not "x team." Therefore ggrsubject in this context may be interpretable

as 'identifying one thing removed from all other things.

6. To sum up our observation of wa- and ggrocciarrences so far, wa seems to

distinguish a topic matter with reference to awareness of it upon the part

of the speakers, while seems to distinguish a topic matter from, among,

or in contrast with, other competing topics. As difficult as their formal-

ization may appear to be, these semantic characteristics are defiable in

grammatical terms.
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Compare these sentences.

(11) uma nara ba, kasikoi "it it is a horse it is clever"

(12) uma ma kasikoi "(if it is) a horse (it) is clever"

The meaning of be- connected sentence is strikingly similar to the sentence

with single occurrence of ma-subject. Moreover the segments ba and ma

resemble each other in phonetic shape. Suppose ba and,ma share a common

syntactic source, then a compound sentence with approximately the folloving

description may be considered to underlie (11) and (12).
4

S

S
ption>

uma <copula>
dear

"horse" "be"

ba

"it"

kasikoi

, "is clever"

-Omitting all nonessential details, (11) and (12) are derived through. the

optional deletions of this structure such as

is uma dear ba kasikoi

ii. uma nara ba kasikoi (11)

iii. uma 0 ba kasikoi

iv. uma va kasikoi (12)

Sentence (41.1) emerges as a consequence of stylistic change in base copula

form. When the copula is further deleted at stage iii, by virtue of the

conjunction ba "if" being brought next to the segment uma "horse," it is

. 51
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altered to wa morphophonemically, thereby giving rise to sentence (10).

7. The present postulation of a conditional sentence as the deep structure
7

of wa-subject is not based on a frequently unreliable phenomenon of

synonymity alone. The Llderlying conditional sentence contains as its

main verb a copula "be." Not only does this copula's function represent

the most neutral of all verbal relations, but the Japanese copula is unique

in its co-occurrence with caseless nouns. Observe,

i. uma nara ba

uma fianara ba

uma wa nara ba

'if it is a horse'

It has been said that underlying information as to how something is pinpointed

and established as a topic, is essential in order to determine the cases of

such topic when emerges as,a grammatical form. A topic is assigned Es if
1

the speaker ph to single it out, whereas it is assigned wa if he assumes

presupposed knowledge of it on the part of other participants in the

discourse. Only if something is first pinpointed individually and named

can any comprehensible assertion be made about it; otherwise no speaker-

topic relation exists, and therefore no case is assignable to anything.

The copula-caseless-noun relation postulated in the deep structure of wa-

subject seems to recall a primitive stage when some particular thing arose

as a sentence subject in a general way.

8. There is also a syntactic basis for postulating copula-bd-conditional

sentences as underlyiong wa-subject formation. Despite the fact that wa-

subject is originated from ba- conditional sentences, there are curious.non-

occurrences of wa-subject from any ba-conditional sentences, such as
6

I
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(13) kimi ga ikd ba, boki wa ikanai 'if you go, I will riot go'

"(l3.1) kimi wa ike ba, boku wa'ikanai

e (14) uma atpyokere ba, usi mo tuyoi 'if a horse is strong, so is a cow'

.(14.1)* uma we, tuyokere ba, usi mo tuyoi

Ga-case subjects occur con4stently in these sentences and, furthermore,

their predicate verbs are not copulas. Remember, the copula verb in Japanese

is under co-occurrence restriction with. a caseless nou Therefore a given

- ba-conditional sentence, if it contains a copula, must also contain a case-_
less noun. According to our analysis, the copula verb in this particular

/

context of ba-conditional sentence is deletable and, as a result, a conjunction

ba "if" is structurally brought next to the caseless noun, thereby assigning

to the noun what is interpretable as the case wa. Mutual exclusion between

wa-case subject and non-cupula ba-conditional sentence may be explained as

due to the unique association of copula-ba-conditional sentence with wa-subject

formation. Interestingly enough, not Only can the copu140-caseless noun

crecur in 0,7ubject formation, but when it does it explains the absence

of a-sugject in,o7compound sentences.

9. A quite similar analysis is applicable to a-subject formation, since

there di. pens to be the homophonous sentence conjunction fa. 'but'. Its

0/w1means g, heivit occurs as a sentence conjunction such as
...

(15) are wa ii ga, kore wa warui 'that is good but this is bad/

(16) kare wa konai aboku wa konai 'he does not come but I will not come'

-----------------
Based on such meaning relation between a Et-connected compound sentence and

a ga- specified subject, we may conjecture that a a-subject may be
1

derivable from a very specific instance of the former having roughly the

following description.

53
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'S

thegative>

S
. ELI S

1 i 'but' <negative>

x <copula>
1

dear

'be'

_<pro> <copula>

dear

'be'

It consists_O two'sentences, one of which contains the aforementioned

copula- caseless,noun relation. The sense of distinguishing the tea- specified

topic matter from all else is symbolized :by a pro-form
1

dominated by S

with the contextual feature <negative>. The latter will give rise to a

coconjunction c''but' thrOugh the feature transfer in appropriate position

of diagram above. After the pro-form and copula delections,

i. x dear Esa 'is x'

develogp This can be a stylistic variant of EA-subject in Japanese, but

by furthit deleting the copula we obtain a more colloquial form of ga7subject,

'horse'

As has been briefly mentioned in section 8, ea- subject never occurs in

$a- compound sentences from which the copula verb is absent, such as

(17) Ore wa iku,Ea, boku wa ikanai

*(17.4--kare iku Ea, boku wa ikanai

'he will go but I wi40 not go'

Now, recall the parallel non-occurrences of wa-subject in ba-conditional

sentences. I have explained that this is because of the unique relation

1
of wa-subject and the copula-ba-conditional sentence. We have just seen

how 8a7case subject develops from a particular sa7compound sentence, i.e.

only if it contains a copula as its main verb. -Ca-case subject and wa-case

/s bject are thus si ilar in their derivation and appear to be similarly

C,
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constrained in their distributions with respect to ba- andga-comound

sentences. 'copula- caseless noun elation1is not only generalized
4,

as underlying both wa- and ga7case subjects, but iticonsidered to explain

tt1eir peculiar-distributions2 as well.

10. We have explored how the two kinds of subjects arise from underlying

sentences. 4 was assumed that some correspondence must exist between the,/

semantic content of ba- and g2compound sentences and wa- and ga7subjects,

because the conjunctions oe. ba,lif' and of ga 'WO seem preserve their

meaning when they are rdalized as case markers. Their syntactic relatedness

is subsecitentlyaccounted for at no added costo the grammar, which already

has to account for ba-conditional and ga-compound sentences. Furthermdre,

the py ely ilynchronicanalysis.of ba and wa, as a basically single form,
)

coinc deswith the historAcal hypipthesis that they separated during the

period of Proto-Japanese.

11. Athong various explanations of wa and fa, traditional Japanese gram-

marians have described them as two types of nominative particles, with

Lo

added informati9n as to how they might be semantically interpreted. But

little attention has beealiven to their varied surface distributions, such

as their occurrences in isolation or in combination, in many varieties of
0(

semantic and syntactic contexts. Observe

(18) uma wa tikara tuyoi

J

'(if it is) a, horse, its strength (knot anything else) is great'

(19) uma gatikara wa tuyoi

'a horse (not anythineelse), (if it is) its strength is great'

(20) uma wa tikara ELL tuyoku wa aru

'(if t is) a horse, its strength (not anything else)

/is k the state of being great'

_ti
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*(20.1) uma wa tikara aituyku ffa aru%

k (21) otooto ga uma &a kowai '

'my younger brother (no one else) is afraid of horses
(not anything else)'

(22) otooto &sump. wa kowai

'my younger brother (no one else) is afraid of (if it fa) horses'

(23) otooto wa uma wa kowa-garu

'(if it'is) my younger brother is afraid of (if it is) horses'

(23.1) otooto wa uma a kowa-garu

For even a few examples like these, we may have to explain that (a) wa-
-<

and ffa.-cases occur freely in the subject positions, e.g. (18), (19); (b) wa-

andm7cases occur in the object position, e.g. (21), (22); (c) go-case

cannot occur between the verb stem and the auxiliary verb, e.g. (20); (d)

a-case is under co-occurrence restriction with certain verbs, e.g. (23)

More structure-minded grammarians3 such as Mikami (1959, 1963) have tried

to go be)efd the traditional analysis of cases by postulating a sentence

analysis which will accommodate wa- and sa7subjects in a single \sentence.

According to their scheme, at least a sentence like (18) can be described as

tn

Topic

//N
uma wa

Predicate

Complement

/
tikara

V

Yet they make no provision for wa- and a-subject occurrences in dither com-
4

binations. Since their grammar has no power of permuting any sentence

segments, I do not see how sentences like (19) - (23 can be accounted for.

On the other hand, diatribgtionists, 3 among hem Bloch (Miller 1970)

have categorized the different occurrences o - and sa7subjects by
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separate labels, making elaborate IA accounts of their surface distributions.

In earlier generative gr ars
4

wa- and sa7subjects were either introduced11144

as deep structure constituents or inserted in appropriate positions in

surface structure. Undoubtedly these grammarians are able to account for

complex occurrences of wa- and ga-subjects, but they do so at what in my

opinion isan excessive cost to grammar. Accordingly we must deduce that

the semantic interpretation of wa- and 0- subjects is determined by the

lexical features attributable to case segments wa and EL. In consideration

of the complex nature of wa- and sa-subjects which we have previously discussed,

however, it is suspected that their interpretations are due to their inherent

lexical contents. Moreover there is no basis for believing that such

relational terms as case markers should ha''e independent lexical status,

since the meaning of relation is determined by interpretation of its context

alone. What seems to be common among these explanations is a preoccupation

with the categorical and constituent analysis of cases, while little

consideration is given to semantics.

In the pre§ent analysis of cases, constituent or categorical consideration

is*irtelevant, since the positions of wa- or ia-case' occurrences are determined

by the \conjoining and embedding relations among the underlying sentences

from which they develop. For example, if the highest structure in a sentence

gives rise to wa-case segment it is automatically interpreted as the main

subject of a sentence. If 0- segment arises from the sentence structure,

embedded one degree deeper, it may also be interpreted as some kind of subject:

S

X IfIX

fa.
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Or if a given predicator happens to be a transitive type verb, its subject,

whether wa- or ga7specified, can be superficially called the object.

Wa-occurrence between a verb stem and an auxiliary verb, as in (20),

may be analyzed in essentially the same manner:

(20) um wa tikara gatuyoku wa aru

"(if it is) a horse, its strength.(not anything else) is in
the state of being great"

- The between what appears to be the nominalized form of a verb stem

tuyoku "being 7V," and its auxiliary verb aru "to be in the state of,"

is abstractable as the same relation which holds between wa- or ga7subjects

and their predicators. There is no reason why we cannot consider the verb

stem tuyoku as a special instance,of the subject of an auxiliary verb

predicator aryla. Then the syntactic relations among. the three surface

subjects in (20) are

uma wa
W--horse-rr

S

tikara
strength"

and their relative occurrences

tuyoku. wa

"being great"

predicator ,

1

aru
"be in the state of"

seem to depend upon the degree of closeness

in their relation to the predicator. In meaning, tikara "strength" is

directly related to the verb §tem tuyoku "being great," but is indirectly

related to the predicator aru "to be in the state of." Therefore it is taken

out of the structure which consists of the immediately related terms tuyoku

"Leing great" and aru "to be in the state of," and is assigned the next higher
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position. Uma "horseNis even farther removed in semantic relation from

the predicator aru "being in the state of;" therefore it is malted to the

highest position in the sentence. According to the newly reassinged syntactic

positions in this sentence the three terms may be simply considered as

three different instances of subject.

12. The distribution of wa and fia cases seems to be a matter of selectional

restrictions between the relevant semantic terms. We have observed that

sa.:-Case is restricted in its. occurrences with certain verbs, while wa-case
A

seems to appear freely elsewhere. The case saoccurs with either so-called

intransitive verbs, such as

(24) hito sakuru "someone is coming"

or pseudo-verbs,

(25) kare wa uma fakowai. "he is afraid of horses"

(26) kare wa uma Ba kirai "he has dislike for horses"

These pseudo-verbs, which have traditionally been classified as adjectives

and nominal verbs, can be verbalized through formal changes.

(25.1) kare wa uma wa kowa-garu

(26.1) kare wa uma wa kirau

"he fears horses"

"he dislikes horses"

In (25.1) the\adjective has formed a compound with an auxiliary garu, which

may inherently select the w case segment. The verb in (26.1), on the other

hand, has developed thr reclassifiCation of itself as a true verb with

the loss of its recfuir t for iv!: e segment. Thus, when these pseudo

verbs emerge as true verbs of one kind or another, they become similar to

transitive verbs in their common selection of the wa-case segment in the

object position.

Any term which will eventually be realized as a surface verb must be
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4

A
specified by such features as <verb>, <transitive>, <intransitive>,

<adjective> and so on.' If a given verbal has the feature ictransitive>,

the term which is semantically its object will develbp into a ba-conditional

sentence first, from which a wa-case object will arise. If it has the

feature <intransitive> or <adjective>, then either a wa- or fa -case subject

or object will develop from the ba- or faL.compound sentence's through the

same processes.

13 Let us take (25) as an illustration for retrieving the case formation

processes, step by step.

(25) kare wa uma Ea kowai

it is) he is afraid of horses (not anything else)""(if

I assume that (25) contains two sets of terms: (kare, uma) "he, horse" and

(uma, kowai) "horse, be afraid of" which share the term uma "horse." On

account of this, these pairs may form a three-term set (kare, uma, kowai)

and a new semantic relation may emerge out of their combination. Supposedly

these terms at this stage have already been specified for their semantic

properties as well as selectional restrictions. Kare or its underlying term

may consis of such features as <agentive>, <animate>, <human >; uma as

<agen

<with animate agent> acid so on.
%

semantic relation among these terms lb interpretable as,

<animate>, <norhuthan>, <fearles ; kowai as <verb>, <adjective>,

e features, at least oneBased on the

1 2 3

kare
he

uma
"horse"

kowai I

."be afraid of"

Term 2, 3 are compatible in meaning, but term 1 is related tO 3 by virtue
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of the underlying co-occurrence of term 1 frith term 2. In some intuitive

sense, kare "he," in comparison with uma "horse," is hierarchically pre-

dominant over the latter with respect to kowai "be afraid of." The relations
q?'

among these terms may alternatively be defined by the statements that "he"

is an agent of "be afraid of horse" and that "horse" is the patient of "be

afraid of." This kind of semantic role assignment has been much dticussed

recently in terms of deep structure categories (Fillmore 1968a, Landendoen

1970:59-84). Since each term in question is presumed to consist(of semantic

features, I should consider that a relation between particular terms can be

defined with reference to their semantic features alone. In fact, case

assignment occurs at this stage as a matter of selectional restrictions.

The term uma "horse" is not only assigned a patient role but its surface

,
case realization with sa is determined by the features such as <verb, adjective>

inherent to the co-occurring termkowai_"be afraid of."

The semantic relation which underlies (25) is subsequently reanalyzed

into constituent relations and the terms are assigned to their respective

positions in a particular sentence frame.

S

<declarative>

1

kare
hew--w

S

2 3

1
<verb>

uma <a ective>
*horse

kowai
afraid of"

Term 1, due to its remote re,lation to the term 3, fs assigned to the highest

position in the sentence; and term 2 is placed in aqaosition lower than

term 1 and inside the structure shared with term 3, probably due to the

closer semantic relation between tef)m 2 and 3. The term 2 uma "horse,"

61
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because of its co-occurrence with the inherently <adjective> verb kowai

"be afraid of" may be subjected to 0-compound sentence expansion, and it

will subsequently arise as $a -case object. Term 1 in what may be called

the subject pdsition is under no selectional resiction with the verbal

term 3, therefore it may be derived from ba-compound sentence. Syntactic

development of the sentence (25) from this point onward is roughly as in

the following diagram.

S
<declarative>

S S

<condition>
(Predicator)

.///'NNN <verb>
<copula><condition> S <adjective>

kare .
ba <negative>

if it is)he" :

I

kowai
uma <copula><negative> TiETTLfraid of"

la
"horse (nothing else)"

After optional deletions and appropriate morphophonemic interpretations,

(25) will have approximately the following surfact structure.

S

<condition>

kare wairTrhe

Kare wa "he"

S
<declarative>

and uma

S

S

<negative>

uma
""horse

isa "horse" have been

kowai

"be afraid of"

specified in their meanings t ough
V

various stated of their evolution, and are thereby interpretable in every

context with which they have been associated with; hence by the time they

arise in'the surface structure of (25), their semantic,/ meanings and their

r 62
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respective relations to a predicator term kowai "be afraid ofH are fully

specified. In the integrated description of cases with consideration of

their semantic and syntactic aspects, the interpretation of any case

occurrence should be determined by its derivation alone.

14. Fillmore's contention was that the deep structure is stated in terms

of semantic role relationships and the given nominative expressions are

transformationally brought into the- surface case relations (1968a, 1968b).

Although being in general agreement with Fillmore, I have shown that the

c elations expressed by wa and gacannot be determined by the underlying

semantic relationships alone. The meaning of the-case relations as specified

by wa and a appear to be much richer than what can be interpreted by the

lexical featutes and selectional restrictions inherent to the relevant terms,

and furthermore, the occurrences of wa and sado not seem to be positionally

constrained in accordance with the constriieuent relationShips in a given

sentence. Therefore, I suspect that, wa and Ea,piay not arise entirely from

the deep semantic structure.

On the basis of some similarity between the in r-constituent and inter-

sentence relations which are respectively defined by arious cases and con-

junctions, I have considered that the cases wa and &a are created transforms-

tionally from their cognate conjunctions. I have illustrated a simple

mechanism by which the given nominal terms are first assigned to their sentence

positions and, depending on their selectional restrictions with respect to

their predicator terms, they are subsequently developed as either ba- or sa7

compound sentences. As a result of deletions, the compound sentences are

eventually reduced to the appropriate forms in which the cpnjunctions ba "if"

and Ea "but "are reinterpreted as the case markerswa and 0.

f
The 511more-type semantic analysis of case relations appears still unsound,

and reconsideration of the entire processes of case derivation may be needed.
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NOT ES a

1. The range of to'ics which &I.- subject may exclude is not necessarily

restricted to what may be representdd by pro-form,

(i) uma de naku, usi ga sinda ''not a horse but a cow died'

(ii) kare denaku, boku ga kita 'not he but I came'

where the thing in contrast with 0- 'subject is explicitly referred to. By

simply substituting a full lexical item for the prO-form, any variety of

gsLsubject sentences can be developed, using basically the same set of

grammar rules. For example, i, below, is formed through the following states,

(i.1) .uma dear ssAsi denaku sinda '(if it is) the horse, not the
.cow, which died'

(i.2) uma 0 ga usi denaku sinda By optional copula deletion

(i.3) usi denaku uma gssinda By stylistic permutation

2. Kuno (1970, 1971) has observed that wa-subjects have both "thematic" and

"contrastive" interpretations. It seems to me that the latter interpretation

is due to the underlying a- subject occurrence in 07-compound snetence which

excludes ga:subject for the reason explained here. "Contrastive" inter-

pretatir of wa-subject should rather be attributed to the contexual

meaning of 0- compound sentence in which wa-subject occurs.

3. I have classified "certain grammarians," generally, according to what

seems to me to be characteristic of their descriptions. Individual grammarians

have in varying degrees considered structural, distributional, and semantic

aspects of wa and 0, but it is precisely this difference in degree which is

the basis for my own classification. By "distributionists," I have grouped

together so-called "Kokugogaku"-school grammarians and "Neo-Bloomfieldian"

descriptivists (amOng them Bloch and his students) in the widest sense of

that term. "Structurlists" include non- "Kokugogaku "- school- linguists such
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as Mikami, and those who seem to share similar views with him on wa and

4. Japanese grammars in TO _framework have mainly consisted of

unpublished doctoral dissertations, none of which, to my knowledge, have

studied wa and satin any substantial scope. However, Kuroda's (l969)1

recent article, "Remarks on the Notion of Subject with Reference to

Words like Also, Even, or Only," can by no means be grouped together

with the "earlier generative grammars." A discussion based on his

analysis of'wa and Es may develop into an independent wck, therefore,

it is not referred to specifically in this paper.
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